
Early Evidence #1 

Formatting for writing Parkland Drs on JFK’s Wounds 

Point: With JFK’s clothes. ... Locate where the spectro on JFK’s 
collar reported only chromium metal present (scalpel) . . . .Ask 
Clay. 

Point: Can | develop the bubbling in the neck wound as a sign of 
possible bullet hitting the lung. Autopsy report notes ecchemosis 
on apex of the lung (right or left?). Meaning: this could have been 
caused by shock waves set off by a bullet. 

If JFK was hit by a shot in the posterior neck then right side of 
neck should have shown severe ecchemosis. 

Point: If I can make a case for frontal shot via medical evidence 
then that gives great traction to witness testimony of a shot from 
the front of the motorcade. 

Doc. | Key w/ Handwritten notes that suggest associations to be 
made and points stressed. Be sure to see White sheets on Parkland 
drs WC testimony y on JFK’s neck wound attached. 

Press stories et al on possible bullet in lung: 

e NY Herald Tribune 12/19/1963 “stated that first bullet 

lodged in Kennedy’s lung.” No attribution from VP p. 
3 Parkland Hosp. Doc. # 2 

e Notes from DR Clark 6H WC testimony. . .w/ Specter. 
Clark explains why to reported to NY Times on 

11/27/1963 that neck wound was wound of entry. He 

gives reasons on p. 28 why all who worked on JFK 
believed he had a bullet in his chest. With WC restimony 
Clark backs away. . . .Of course he has been visited by 
FBI/SS and shown official autopsy protocol;. . . .\H21-30 
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Formatting Parkland Drs testimony 

for entire exchange. .. And Specter’s use of 

hypotheticals. See attached to Doc. # | 

VP p. 7 Under McClelland under Parkland Hosp. 

Cites St Louis PD on SS pressure of drs to change 

on the neck wound as a wound of entrance. . .Also 

cite of SS Moore who pressured Perry to back off. 

Also see Dudman in ST Louis PD interview with 

McClelland on 12/21/1963 in which McC says 

“that they still believe it [neck wound]to be an entry 

wound.” 

CE 392 report by Carrico 11/22/1963 notes “small 

penetrating wound of ent. Neck.” VP. P. 12 

VP p. 13 Carrico retracts on the neck wound in 

JAMA article 1992. Says all shots from above and 

to the rear as stated in official story. . . 

Dr. Ronald Jones in 6/19/°92 interview in VP p. 15 

says that throat wound “was compatible w/ an 

entrance wound. . . I would stand by my original 

impression.” 

Dr. Paul C. Peters VP, p. 17 speaks to the general 

consensus among drs in emergency room on 11/22 

that neck wound was wound of entrance. 

Nurse Margaret M. Hinchliffe “h 141 & 143 VP, p. 

33 says throat wound looked like an entrance 

wound. Note check her WC testimony and how 

Specter tried to get her to say it was a wound of 

exit. . Did she show any resentment . . . .at his 

bullying, if he was bullying. 

PP 35 Dr. Burkley stuff



Skin surkley. Should review 
@ o . woe ; Note: Section ewas the only physician 

if only to remark tk 

Page 3 ; . Drs & JFK’s wounds 
F ormatting Parl. 

Wi ue emergency room at Parkland and at 

10 Wa osp and never called as a WC witness. . . 
Bethee 

p? VP on SS pressuring drs on the neck wound. 

P. 90 Statement from HSCA 37-39. Does this call for 

a resounding criticism???? 

In Doc. # there is a list of all Parkland drs who were in 
emergency room with JFK and their WC testimony. . 
-Review for any support for a bullet or wound on the 
lung. 

Newspaper stories on JFK wounds 

e NY Times 11/27 Herbers cites Clark bullet 

struck him in neck and “ranged downward in his 

chest and did not exit.” Doc. # 1 

° NY Times 11/28 Perry left Dallas on Monday 
Notes Perry had tube inserted . . . .keep lung from collapsing. 
Doc.# lattached 

Doc. #6 Loftus NY Times 12/6/63 Notes how could the prexy 
be hit frontally in the neck by a lone gunman shooting from the 
rear. That president turned to his rear to wave and was hit by a 
shot from the rear. . . .Recall that McCloy raised this at 12/6 Ex. 
Session of 12/5 session .. . Check. 
Doc. #7 NY Times 11/24 notes small entrance wound in the neck. 
Doc.# 4 NY Times 11/30 Carries good stuff on the first minutes 
when JFK was brought into the emergency room. “He’s bubbling 
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Formatting writing notes for Parkland drs. 

air,” (I think that was Clark) This means a hole in the lung. . . 

mentions Drs. Peters and Baxter (I want to check their WC 

testimony). P. 2 note that Parkland had the largest emergency 

facility in the county. .. and served as an emergency hospital. Drs 

saw all kinds of bullet wounds. . . 

Doc. 5 attached St Louis PD Richard Dudman 12/1/63 This 

story plays up the throat wound as a wound of entrance. . 

McClellen is quoted as some length on this... .Good source. 

Doc # 8 St Louis PD (probably by Dudman) 12/18 basically how 

the Parkland drs changed their views on the throat wound after 

being “visited” by the SS. A Good piece to review carefully. 

Doc. #9 St. Louis PD 11/24 Jimmy Breslin on JFK’s last 
minutes. 

Doc. #10 After emergency procedures done—accounts of the drs 
treatment of JFK. 

Doc. # 11 Description of JFK’s back brace. Sourced 2H125


